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Paperback. Condition: New. 3rd Revised edition. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Enhance your OT skills with the only
book to focus on activity demands of occupation and the
biomechanics of sensory organs! Greene and Roberts
Kinesiology: Movement in the Context of Activity, 3rd Edition
uses a comprehensive, client-centered approach to
occupational therapy, including sensory-motor performance
skills and socio-cultural contexts related to solving a clinical
problem. It covers kinesiologic and biomechanical principles,
and shows techniques for producing positive outcomes when
clients face challenging activity demands in all areas of
occupation. Written by OTs for OTs, this reference helps you
learn how to treat clinical diagnoses as personal experiences
encountered in real-life situations.Client-focused approach
presents information in the same order an OT practitioner
would follow to solve a clinical problem, emphasizing
kinesiologic and biomechanical principles rather than
mathematics and trigonometry. Nearly 300 detailed, colorful
illustrations make it easier to understand how human
movement relates to occupational performance.Coverage of
the entire body shows how biomechanical principles apply to
activity demands on the head and trunk, as well as to the
upper and lower extremities. Case studies present real-life
client situations, allowing you to apply...
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Reviews
Definitely among the finest publication I actually have possibly study. I could possibly comprehended almost
everything using this published e book. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Rosa mond Runolfsdottir
Extremely helpful to any or all category of individuals. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying time period. I am
just quickly could possibly get a pleasure of reading a composed ebook.
-- La wr ence K eeling
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